Abstract: We propose a novel solution to the problem of robust model predictive control of linear discrete-time systems with bounded disturbances and polytopic constraints on the input and state. The proposed algorithm consists of an outer controller -which is responsible for steering the system state to a designed robust positively invariant set -and an inner controller which keeps the state within this set for all possible disturbances. The algorithm is novel in that the proposed outer controller has a dynamic state-feedback structure with feedback gains explicitly considered as decision variables in the on-line optimization. The non-linearities associated with the considered control structure are avoided by adopting a sequential approach in the formulation. The overall algorithm is linear in the problem data and consists of a series of LMI optimizations. Numerical examples demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
Model predictive control (MPC), or Receding Horizon Control, is an optimal control scheme in which the current control action is obtained by solving on-line, at each sampling instant, a finite horizon open-loop optimal control problem. The optimization yields an optimal control sequence and the first control in this sequence is applied to the plant. This is the major difference between MPC scheme and other forms of control which use a precomputed control law (Mayne et al., 2000) .
MPC algorithm uses a process model to forecast and optimize the system's future behaviour. However, often the processes involve various disturbances and/or neglected dynamics which can drive the controlled system to an infeasible region. The predictive control algorithms which systematically handle such disturbances/uncertainties are called Robust Model Predictive Control (RMPC) schemes (Kuwata et al., 2007) .
A popular approach for handling system disturbances is to develop such RMPC schemes which optimize over feasible state-feedback control policies. This methodology has the advantage of reducing the effect of disturbance while avoiding the infeasibility and instability problems that are caused when a (standard) open-loop input sequence is optimized instead (Mayne et al., 2000) . Both linear as well as non-linear feedback RMPC schemes have been proposed. However, the main drawback of non-linear feedback control schemes, such as the one proposed in Scokaert and Mayne (1998) , is their excessively high computational burden majorly due to the combinatorial nature of the optimization problem. As a result most of the research has been focused towards linear state-feedback robust control schemes, which we briefly discuss next.
A common approach in the robust optimal control literature is to initially compute, off-line, a set of feasible (linear) state-feedback control laws. Then, one of these control laws is selected through an on-line optimization followed by the computation of a sequence of perturbations to the selected control law (see e.g. Chisci et al. (2001) ). This approach, though computationally inexpensive, has the disadvantage of being conservative depending upon the off-line choice of the control laws. The alternative approach is to consider the state-feedback gains as decision variable in the on-line optimization. However, as noted in Goulart et al. (2006) , the problem with this approach is that formulating the RMPC problem in the standard way leads to sequences of predicted input and state which are non-linear functions of the state-feedback gains. Therefore, the resulting problem becomes non-convex. A promising scheme, proposed in Goulart et al. (2006) , remedies this problem by showing equivalence of the affine state-feedback to a disturbancefeedback parametrization. However, this scheme assumes knowledge of prior states among other assumptions.
In order to avoid the aforementioned non-linearities and the resulting loss of convextiy, in this paper, we formulate the linear state-feedback RMPC problem in a sequential manner based, in part, on the principles of Dynamic Programming. In our proposed algorithm, the dynamic state-feedback gains are explicitly considered as decision variables in the on-line optimization thereby eliminating the need for the incorporation of a control perturbation sequence. The algorithm does not require any offline computation of a feasible feedback control policy. Furthermore, the proposed dual mode RMPC scheme is based on a series of Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) optimizations which helps to reduce the computational burden. In the proposed scheme, the outer (dynamic state-feedback) RMPC controller -obtained by minimizing an upper bound on the H 2 /H ∞ -based cost function -is responsible for steering the system state to the (constructed) optimal Robust Positively Invariant (RPI) set; which serves as the origin for the disturbed system. Once the system state enters the RPI set, the computed inner controller -having the form of static state-feedback -takes over and keeps the state within this set for all possible disturbances.
Inorder to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed scheme, we consider a particular example which is found to be infeasible through the open-loop min-max MPC scheme (due to its conservative nature). We show that the proposed algorithm not only solves this example, but does so while presenting a significant reduction in the computational expense in comparison to the min-max feedback MPC scheme of Scokaert and Mayne (1998) . This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is concerned with a description of the system, constraints and the cost function. In section 3, we present the LMI problem for the computation of the optimal RPI set along with the corresponding inner controller. In section 4, the outer controller is derived and the overall RMPC scheme is summarized. In section 5, we present numerical examples. Finally, we conclude in section 6.
Notation and background material:
The notation we use is fairly standard. R denotes the set of real numbers, R n denotes the space of n-dimensional (column) vectors whose entries are in R, R n×m denotes the space of all n × m matrices whose entries are in R and D n×n denotes the space of diagonal matrices in R n×n . For A ∈ R n×m , A T denotes the transpose of A. If A ∈ R n×n is symmetric, λ(A) denotes the smallest eigenvalue of A and we write A ≥ 0 if λ(A) ≥ 0 and A > 0 if λ(A) > 0. Analogous definitions apply to λ(A), A ≤ 0 and A < 0. For x, y ∈ R n , x < y (and similarly ≤, > and ≥) is interpreted elementwise. Given two sets M and V, such that M ⊂ R n and V ⊂ R n , the Minkowski (vector) sum is defined by M ⊕ V:= {m + v|m ∈ M, v ∈ V} and the Pontryagin difference is defined by M ∼ V:= {m|m + v ∈ M, ∀v ∈ V}. The identity matrix is denoted by I with the dimension inferred from the context. Let z ∈ R n and denote the i-th element of z by z i . Then, diag(z) is the diagonal matrix whose (i, i) entry is z i . For square matrices A 1 , . . . , A m , diag(A 1 , . . . , A m ) denotes the block diagonal matrix whose i-th diagonal block is A i .
In the formulation, we use a Schur complement argument. This refers to the result that if A =A T and C = C
We also use the following version of the Farkas Lemma (see e.g. Jonsson, 2006) .
Suppose there existsŷ such that Aŷ < b. Then the following two statements are equivalent:
Finally, we refer to the S-procedure. This is a family of procedures used to derive simple sufficient (occasionally necessary and sufficient) conditions, in the form of LMIs, for non-negativity or non-positivity of a quadratic function on a set described by quadratic inequality constraints (Malik et al., 2006) .
ROBUST MPC PROBLEM
In this section, we give a description of the system and the constraints followed by the cost function. We also derive an upper bound (on the cost funtion) which is minimized by the proposed outer controller.
System Description and Constraints
We consider the following linear discrete-time model:
where
are the state, input and bounded disturbance vectors at prediction step k; A is the state transition matrix and B u and B w are the input and disturbance distribution matrices, respectively. We assume that the pair (A,B u ) is controllable. The state x k is assumed measured and prediction step k belongs to the time set T N = {0, 1, · · · , N − 1} where N > 0 is the prediction horizon. We consider a polytopic symmetric disturbance of the form
Due to the presence of disturbance, the system in (1) can not be controlled to the origin and therefore, the stability constraint x N = 0 can not be incorporated into the formulation. The disturbed system state can, at best, be confined to an RPI set Z. To encourage such convergence, we include, in our formulation, the terminal state constraint x N ∈ Z together with other hard constraints on the input and state. All these constraints are summarized below: Given the problem-defined state constraint set
we apply a constraint tightening approach on the predicted states as follows (see e.g. Kuwata et al. (2007) and the references therein):
(2) where T I = {1, 2, · · · , N − 1}, and H k is a tightening set chosen by the designer. Furthermore, we define the terminal state and input constraints as:
where the polytope z > 0.
Remark 2. One possible tightening method is to select H k such that the predicted state constraints (X k ) converge linearly to the RPI set Z. It is easy to verify that for this
Remark 3. It is reasonable to consider the structure of the RPI set Z to be symmetric (i.e. x ∈ Z ⇔ −x ∈ Z) since we have assumed the disturbance set W to be symmetric. Remark 4. Many RMPC schemes incorporate the idea of a RPI terminal set (see e.g. Chisci et al. (2001) , Scokaert and Mayne (1998) ). However, it is often difficult to compute suitable terminal sets as it generally requires iterative computations (see e.g. Rakovic et al. (2005) ). Furthermore, most existing methods for computing RPI sets do not allow for the linear state-feedback law to be optimized, which has an adverse effect on the size of the computed set. In our scheme, however, the optimal invariant set Z and the corresponding inner controller are simultaneously computed in one step by solving a single LMI optimization problem (details provided in Section 3).
Cost function
We introduce the following cost function: 
are the stacked control input and disturbance vectors respectively. By inserting the outer controller structure u k = F k x k into (5), we obtain:
nuN ×n is the stacked feedback gain vector. Remark 5. A number of RMPC schemes found in the literature consider a stage cost which is positive outside Z and zero within it (see e.g. Scokaert and Mayne (1998) ). This approach renders the cost function discontinuous and therefore, non-convex. The proposed scheme, on the other hand, penalizes the terminal state x N which keeps the cost function continuous. Remark 6. Note that in the cost function (6), the disturbance is negatively weighted through the introduction of variable γ 2 . In the proposed framework, γ 2 represents an H ∞ disturbance rejection measure (Mayne et al., 2006) .
Bearing in mind that the system response is due to x 0 and w k , the design specifications are summarized below:
For a specified γ > 0, find an admissible F (i.e. one which satisfies the constraints (2-4)) such that, for all w ∈ W:
Now in our formulation, we will assume (and derive sufficient conditions in Section 4) that there exist matrices
for all k ∈ T N , where
T k w k is the stage cost at the prediction step k.
Summing the inequality in (7) for all k ∈ T N and subsequently adding the terminal cost to both sides yields the following upper bound on the cost function:
It follows immediately that the requirement in (7) is sufficient for design specification (1). In order to satisfy design specification (2), the proposed outer controller is chosen so as to minimize the upper bound (8) on the cost function (as will be shown in Section 4). Remark 7. Note that design specification (1), i.e. energy of the system driven only by the distrubance should be less or equal to zero, is a typical requirement in H ∞ design. On the other hand, design specification (2) and the minimization of the cost upper bound x T 0 P 0 x 0 requirements represent the H 2 component of the problem and emphasizes performance. Therefore, the proposed cost function (6) shapes the considered RMPC problem into a mixed H 2 /H ∞ problem.
OPTIMAL RPI SET AND THE CORRESPONDING INNER CONTROLLER
RPI set Z, also known as disturbance invariant set, is of great importance in the robustness analysis and synthesis of controllers for uncertain systems. RPI set is defined as follows (Rakovic et al., 2005) :
The set Z ⊂ R n is a Robust Positively Invariant (RPI) set of system (1) Thus, if the initial state lies in the set Z, then all subsequent states will be kept within this set by the inner controller u = −Kx (Scokaert and Mayne, 1998 ).
As mentioned above, Z is a suitable target set for RMPC schemes since a system state subject to disturbances can not be regulated to zero. In order to bring the disturbed system state within Z in the shortest amount of time as well as to reduce the computational complexity of the RMPC scheme, it is generally desirable to make the terminal set Z as large as possible. To this end, we consider the following problem to compute the largest possible Z along with the corresponding inner controller K subject to polytopic input constraints (Tahir, 2010) :
max
Remark 8. For optimality, we maximize the sum of elements of polytope z > 0 by considering n i=1 z i to be the objective function. Note also that the constraint
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(A − B u K)Z ⊕ B w W ⊆ Z ensures that the polytopic set is invariant by construction.
By using Lemma 1 as well as the Schur complement argument on (9), we obtain the following equivalent LMI problem (a detailed formulation is given in Tahir (2010)):
where i = 1, 2, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . , n u , e i denotes the ith column of the n × n identity matrix, e uj denotes the jth column of the n u × n u identity matrix, e is the ndimensional vector of ones,
Remark 9. The above problem can be modified to compute the smallest (minimal) invariant set. It is easy to verify that for this case, (10) becomes a minimization problem and the last inequality in problem (10) changes
OUTER CONTROLLER
We now derive the outer (RMPC) controller. Recall that the outer controller we propose is of the form:
As noted earlier, with this control structure, formulating the problem in a manner similar to the (nominal) MPC approach (i.e. by iterating the system dynamics) results in non-linearities and, in turn, non-convexity. Therefore, in order to avoid such issues, we formulate the problem in a more sequential manner. Our approach is to first derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the constraints (2-4) and then incorporate the cost function to obtain a series of LMI optimization problems for computing F .
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the constraints
We first derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the state constraints (2,3).
The state constraints can be expressed as inequalities:
for all k ∈ T I , i = 1, 2, . . . , n where e i denotes the ith column of the n × n identity matrix and A k := A + B u F k . 
It follows from Lemma 1 that (11) is satisfied if and only if there exist
(13) Analogous to the above procedure, using Lemma 1, it can be shown that (12) ∈ R n such that
14) LMIs (13, 14) are the necessary and sufficient conditions (for state constraints) for all k ∈ T I . However, for k = 0, with x 0 known, we consider the following inequalities:
Using Lemma 1 on (15) and (16) individually and simplifying the resulting inequalities yields the following necessary and sufficient conditions for the state constraints at k = 0:
Having completed the derivation of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the state constraints for all k ∈ T N , we now derive necessary and sufficient conditions for the input constraints (4). For k = 0, we obtain (trivially):
(18) where j = 1, 2, . . . , n u and e uj denotes the jth column of the n u × n u identity matrix. For k ∈ T I , the input constraints are equivalent to: 
By eliminating ρ j kx , it follows that (19) is satisfied if and only if there exist ρ j kx ∈ R n such that
Similarly, using Lemma 1, it can be shown that (20) is satisfied if and only if there exist ρ j kx ∈ R n such that
This completes our derivation of the necessary and sufficient conditions for all the constraints. We now incorporate the cost function (6) in our formulation.
Incorporation of the cost function
We first derive a sufficient condition for inequality (7). By inserting the system dynamics (1) into (7), we obtain:
Application of the Schur complement onL k (F k , P k ) and a subsequent pre-and post-multiplication by the matrix diag(I, R k , I, P k+1 ) yields the following sufficient condition for (7), for all k ∈ T N .
We now propose the following min-max problem as the main optimization of our algorithm at each prediction step k, for all k ∈ T I (the proposed optimization at k = 0 is presented afterwards).
here C k ≥ 0 represents all the (applicable) necessary and/or sufficient conditions derived above.
Our approach is to effect semidefinite relaxation of the problem in (24) to obtain an upper bound on ε k that can be evaluated through LMIs.
Using the S-Procedure, it can be verified that we have
For k = 0, with x 0 known, we minimize the upper bound (8) on the cost function, call it µ 00 , such that
Therefore, for k = 0, the optimization problem becomes ε 0 = min
Theorem 10. The function x T k P k x k is an upper bound on the cost-to-go at each prediction step k, for all k ∈ T N .
Proof. At prediction step k, let g k (x k ) and J k (x k ) denote the stage cost and the cost-to-go respectively. Then, at a given absolute time, initially at prediction step k = N − 1 with P N known, we set:
Using the optimality condition (7), it is easy to verify that:
Moving backwards, at prediction step k = N − 2 with P N −1 computed in the previous step, we obtain:
Iterating backwards in the same way, at k = 0, inequality (8) gives the upper bound on the overall cost function. This completes the proof. K
Overall RMPC scheme
The optimizations for the computation of the feedback gain vector F can be summarized as follows: At each absolute time step, call it t, iterating backwards starting from prediction step k = N − 1 all the way down to k = 1, for each k, we solve the following problem to compute F k and P k : ε k = min{µ 0k : (13, 14, 21, 22, 23, 25) are satisfied for some
. . , n, and j = 1, . . . , n u }.
(28) Then, for k = 0, with P 1 computed in the previous step, we solve the following problem to compute F 0 and P 0 : ε 0 = min{µ 00 : (17, 18, 23, 26) are satisfied for some P 0 > 0,
The overall RMPC scheme can be summarized as follows. Algorithm 1. Constraint Tightening Robust MPC. Data:
x t . Algorithm: If x t ∈ Z, set u t = −Kx t . Otherwise, compute F by solving the LMI problems (28) and (29) sequentially and set u t = F 0 x t . For the next iteration of the algorithm, re-tighten the constraints by setting X = X 1 . Remark 11. At the end of each iteration, we set X = X 1 since the algorithm ensures that the (newly) computed state x t always belongs to X 1 (at the minimum). This constraint re-tightening at each t, along with the tightening at each prediction step k, improves state convergence.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
In this section, we present two numerical examples to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. The algorithm was implemented on a Core TM 2 Duo Laptop with 2GHz processor and 2GB RAM.
Our first example is from Scokaert and Mayne (1998) :
The disturbance is constrained as: −1 ≤ w k ≤ 1. The state constraints are defined by x = 2 and x = −1.2. Input constraints are given by u k ∈ R and u I ∈ R. For comparison purposes, we solve (10) as a minimization problem to obtain the optimal RPI set Z := {x ∈ R : −1 ≤ x ≤ 1} and the corresponding inner controller K = 1. The initial state x 0 = x and the horizon N = 3. For the cost function, we choose P N = I, Q k = 4I, R k = I and γ 2 = 5. In order to remain consistent with the original example, we leave the state constraints untightened i.e. H k = 0, ∀k ∈ T I . Figure 1 shows the simulation results with a sinusoidal disturbance. The outer controller steers the system state to the RPI set (dashed lines) in just one time step (i.e. F 0 = −1). Subsequently, the inner controller K = 1 acts to keep the state within set Z for all possible disturbances.
As argued in Scokaert and Mayne (1998), example (30) becomes infeasible with open-loop min-max MPC scheme due to its conservative nature. The less conservative minmax feedback MPC scheme, proposed in Scokaert and Mayne (1998) , controls system (30) but involes high computational complexity (around 0.6 seconds to compute the control law). In comparison, our proposed RMPC scheme takes around 0.15 seconds to compute the feedback gain vector F . Moreover, the proposed algorithm is linear in the problem data as opposed to the exponential relationship associated with the min-max feedback MPC scheme.
For our second example, we consider the unstable system:
The disturbance is constrained as: −0.5 ≤ w k ≤ 0.5. The state constraints are given by x = −x = [3 2] T . Input constraints are u k = −u k = 2.5 ∀k. Solving problem (10), with u I = −u I = 1.25, yields an RPI set with z = [1.5 0.94] T and the corresponding K = [0.43 0.64]. The initial state x 0 = x and the prediction horizon N = 4. We choose the cost parameters P N = 0.5I, Q k = I, R k = I and γ 2 = 10. H k is chosen for linear constraint tightening. Figure 2 shows the simultaion results with persistent disturbance w t = −0.5. We see that with initial state on constraint boundary and the most upsetting disturbance, the outer controller still manages the steer the state x t towards the RPI set such that x 3 ∈ Z. The computed control input is U t = [u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ] = [2.5 , 2.5 , 1.81].
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new algorithm for the Robust Model Predicitive Control of constrained linear discrete-time systems with bounded disturbances. The novelty of our approach lies in the fact that the outer (RMPC) controller has the form of dynamic statefeedback where the feedback gains are explicitly considered as decision variables in the on-line optimization. The non-linearities, associated with this control structure, are avoided by adopting a sequential approach in the formulation. This outer controller minimizes an upper bound on an H 2 /H ∞ -based cost function while satisfying polytopic constraints on the state and the input.
The proposed algorithm based, in-part, on the principles of Dynamic Programming, minimizes the worst-case upper bound on the cost-to-go at each prediction step and incorporates constraint tightening to improve robustness and convergence. The fact that the algorithm is linear in the problem data and consists of a series of LMI optimizations, serves to reduce the associated computational complexity.
